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ABSTRACT
Job satisfaction refers to the extent to which employees feel content, fulfilled, and positively evaluate various aspects of their work and work environment. Interpersonal communication involves the exchange of messages, ideas, and information between individuals. The aim of the study is to explore the relationship between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction among working adults of age 25-40. To measure the variables interpersonal communication and job satisfaction, standardized tests, namely Interpersonal Communication Skills Inventory and Generic Job Satisfaction Scale were used. Inferential statistics was used (Pearson correlation and linear regression) to test the hypothesis. Another objective of the present study was to see if interpersonal communication acts as a predictor of job satisfaction. The correlation between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction was studied using Pearson’s correlation. The results showed that there was a significantly positive relationship between the two variables (0.283, p = 0.001). This recommends that as interpersonal communication is upgraded, working grown-ups will quite often encounter an expanded job satisfaction, underlining the compelling job relational correspondence can play with regards to work fulfillment.

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Definition of Interpersonal Communication
The dynamic exchange of ideas, thoughts, feelings, and information between people is known as interpersonal communication. It includes both verbal and nonverbal interactions in various social contexts, including speech, gestures, facial expressions, and body language. Relational correspondence includes undivided attention, sympathy, and the common trade of criticism to cultivate understanding and lay out significant associations between individuals. It fills in as the establishment for building connections, settling clashes, and exploring social communications in a conscious and viable way. Relational correspondence is the foundation of human contact, which occurs whenever something like two people have a huge conversation. Different channels, recalling for individual conversations, calls, video talks, made trades, and, shockingly, non-verbal clues like non-verbal correspondence and looks, can be used for this discussion. One of the most important aspects of interpersonal communication is the proportional sharing of ideas, information, and emotions. It's a strong cycle where the different sides are successfully drawn in with sharing and seeing each other’s viewpoints, rather than only one individual talking while different tunes in calmly. To examine truly with others, one ought to represent oneself clearly as well as give close thought to the words, tone, and non-verbal correspondence of the other person. For exchanges to be really heard and seen, full focus is an essential
Part that calls for people to center, figure out, and offer analysis. Relational correspondence is also significant for spreading out and safeguarding associations. The strength and length of associations, whether they genuine or familial, are each now not totally settled by the kind of correspondence between mates, partners, or family members. People could create closeness, normal respect, and trust through straightforward conversation, which advances further relationship with others. Relational correspondence is key for developing relationship too concerning clearing disarrays and resolving clashes. Exactly when clashes emerge, people with incredible social capacities could voice their interests, pay attention to other people, and collaborate to consider a set out some reasonable compromise. By empowering compassion, understanding, and differentiation, interpersonal communication can assist in preventing miscommunications from developing into additional significant issues. In addition, interpersonal communication skills in professional situations are highly valued by businesses. Whether a person is collaborating on a project, leading a group, or interacting with customers and suppliers, interpersonal communication skills are frequently linked to greater work success.

Effectiveness, facilitated exertion, and for the most part legitimate efficiency are totally chipped away at by clear and capable correspondence. With everything taken into account, relational correspondence is a stunning interaction that includes people exchanging contemplations, feelings, and information. It is essential for establishing affinity, answering questions, and prevailing in one's personal and professional activities. By improving their communication skills, people can work on their relationships with other people and have more productive and satisfying collaborations. A specific game plan of verbal and non-verbal capacities has been recognized as focus capacities for feasible relational correspondence. These courses of action of capacities are called Social capacities (IPCS). The proposed IPCS are full focus, compassion, noting verbal and non-verbal signs, sorts of tending to, summarizing, orchestrating, coordinating, reflecting, clarification, changing, piecing of information, and truly checking understanding out. IPCS draw in the communicator to change and manage in talking and tuning in while perceiving the issues occurring during the correspondence cycle and regulating them for useful correspondence.

Factors influencing Interpersonal Communication

Interpersonal communication is influenced by an enormous number of components, both internal and outside, which shape the quality and suitability of associations between individuals. These components can essentially influence the components of associations and the consequences of correspondence exchanges. Communication shows, presumptions, and approaches are impacted by friendly beginning stages. Language, societies, values, and social displays can have an impact on how people understand and communicate. Individual qualities that influence communication integrate character, adolescence, convictions, mindsets, and experiences. Communication styles may have changed in people who have had different valuable experiences, as well as in characters who are social butterflies and independent.

Emotions greatly influence communication. The ability to see the value in anybody at their center, sensations of nervousness, and mentality may all impact how well people bestow and grasp what others are referring to. Overpowering tendencies like misgiving, joy, or wrath can seriously modify how people give. The method by which individuals decipher approaching messages is influenced by their insight channels. People's ability to comprehend and respond to communication can be influenced by inclinations, generalizations, prior experiences, and specific consideration. Non-verbal correspondence, looks, way of talking, and other nonverbal prompts can convey additional significance past whatever can be articulated.
Disarray or nonattendance of thoughtfulness regarding nonverbal signs can provoke correspondence breakdowns. The choice of correspondence station (e.g., eye to eye, phone, email, electronic diversion) can influence the amleness and interpretation of messages. Communication elements are influenced by the extraordinary characteristics and limitations of various channels. Communication can be impacted by actual environmental factors, disturbance levels, interruptions, and security levels. A clamorous or amassed environment could disturb practical correspondence, while a quiet and secret setting can work with critical joint efforts.

**Theories on Interpersonal Communication**

**Communication Accommodation Theory**

The theory of communication accommodation, first presented by Howard Giles, looks at how people modify their communication methods to fit in with or adapt to the actions of others. In order to establish rapport and a sense of identification, convergence entails changing one's communication style to resemble that of the other person. Contrarily, divergence is preserving disparities in communication styles, frequently in an effort to stand out from the crowd or put oneself apart from others. Different aspects of accommodation can be addressed, such as vocabulary, accent, speech pace, and nonverbal cues. According to the idea, social identity, relational variables, and situational environment all have an impact on accommodation techniques. By encouraging understanding among parties and lowering conflict, accommodations can improve relational outcomes and the efficacy of communication.

**Hall's High-Context vs. Low-Context Communication**

In order to account for differences in communication styles, Edward T. Hall developed the idea of high-context and low-context cultures. A large portion of knowledge is implicit in high-context cultures, depending on relational dynamics, nonverbal clues, and shared context. Conversely, low-context societies place less emphasis on shared context and more of a reliance on explicit verbal communication. Gaining an understanding of these distinctions is essential for cross-cultural communication and relationship building.

**Definition of Job Satisfaction**

Job satisfaction refers to the extent to which employees feel content, fulfilled, and positively evaluate various aspects of their work and work environment. It encompasses the attitudes, feelings, and perceptions individuals have towards their jobs, including aspects such as the nature of work, relationships with colleagues and supervisors, compensation, opportunities for advancement, work-life balance, and organizational culture. Job satisfaction is influenced by both intrinsic factors, such as the meaningfulness and autonomy of tasks, as well as extrinsic factors, such as salary and benefits. High levels of job satisfaction are associated with increased motivation, productivity, job performance, and employee retention, while low levels of job satisfaction may lead to absenteeism, turnover, and negative organizational outcomes.

**Components of Job Satisfaction**

Nature of Work: This portrays the obligations and commitments connected with the position. Connecting with and testing position that utilize a representative's abilities and capacities can be fulfilling for them. Working environment Connections: Great associations with colleagues, supervisors, and different partners support work satisfaction. Positive working connections, great communication, and a feeling of solidarity are the groundwork of a useful work environment. Pay and Perquisites: One of the principal
Factors affecting position fulfillment is sufficient pay, which incorporates pay, rewards, and advantages like health care coverage and retirement plans. Representative joy is impacted by apparent equality in compensation as well as reasonableness.

Open doors for Headway: Having possibilities for ability improvement, profession development, and progression inside the organization can further develop representative joy.

Theories of Job Satisfaction

Job Characteristics Theory
This theory, which was developed by Hackman and Oldham, suggests that specific aspects of a job contribute to job satisfaction. These attributes include autonomy, feedback, task relevance, task identity, autonomy, and skill variety. High levels of these qualities are more likely to be found in jobs that make employees happy.

Herzberg's Motivation-Hygiene Theory is a two-factor theory.

Two-Factor Theory
This theory, which was put forth by Frederick Herzberg, contends that two different sets of elements have separate effects on job satisfaction and discontent. Although they don't always result in satisfaction, hygiene variables like pay, job security, working conditions, and corporate regulations can help to reduce unhappiness when it does occur. Job satisfaction is directly impacted by motivating elements including achievement, accountability, growth potential, and acknowledgment.

Implications of Job Satisfaction

Job satisfaction, or the happiness and fulfillment a singular encounters in their work job, holds huge ramifications for the two representatives and associations the same. First and foremost, from a singular point of view, job satisfaction straightforwardly influences a representative's prosperity and personal satisfaction. At the point when workers are happy with their positions, they will generally encounter lower levels of pressure and more elevated levels of by and large bliss and life fulfillment. Besides, job satisfaction can impact a singular's inspiration and obligation to their work. Fulfilled representatives are bound to be roused to play out their assignments successfully and to blow away in their jobs, prompting expanded efficiency and better work execution. On the authoritative front, job satisfaction has significant ramifications for representative maintenance and turnover rates. Workers who are happy with their positions are more averse to leave the association, diminishing turnover costs and saving institutional information. Moreover, fulfilled representatives frequently go about as supporters for their associations, decidedly impacting business marking and notoriety, which can help with drawing in top ability.

Furthermore, job satisfaction is firmly connected to representative commitment. Drawn in representatives are genuinely dedicated to their work and are bound to put optional exertion into their errands, bringing about more significant levels of advancement, imagination, and critical thinking inside the association. This, thus, can prompt superior authoritative execution and upper hand in the commercial center. Also, job satisfaction influences consumer loyalty in a roundabout way. Fulfilled representatives are bound to convey remarkable client support, bringing about more elevated levels of consumer loyalty and reliability. This positive input circle supports hierarchical achievement and long haul maintainability.

Relationship between Interpersonal communication and Job satisfaction

Interpersonal communication assumes a critical part in molding position fulfillment. Positive and compelling communication cultivates a steady workplace, fabricates trust among partners and bosses, and
upgrades coordinated effort and collaboration — all of which add to higher job satisfaction. Moreover, relational associations with colleagues are a key variable adding to job satisfaction. Compelling communication in the work environment influences job satisfaction as well as impacts authoritative responsibility and execution. Research demonstrates that communication fulfillment intervenes the connection between authoritative communication, job satisfaction, and hierarchical responsibility. The effect of interpersonal communication on job satisfaction fluctuates across callings and businesses. While relational abilities among attendants in the medical care area may not essentially connect with job satisfaction, in showing conditions, interpersonal communication fundamentally adds to educator job satisfaction. Powerful administration and positive interpersonal communication have been connected to more significant levels of educator job satisfaction. Besides, administrative communication assumes a part in upgrading position fulfillment by working on relational connections among representatives. Creating solid relational abilities is vital for outcome in the work environment. Successful ICS are fundamental for imparting focuses, messages, sentiments, and considerations to others in the work environment. It is fundamental for exploring intricacy and change, further developing group joint effort, and expanding efficiency. Communication is significant in light of the fact that it assists individuals with better figuring out others and explore various circumstances. EC includes trading data as well as figuring out the feelings and expectations behind it. Fundamentally, interpersonal communication saturates each part of the work environment, affecting connections, criticism processes, compromise, cooperation, hierarchical culture, administration adequacy, and balance between serious and fun activities — all of which altogether influence job satisfaction. By putting resources into the improvement of relational abilities, the two people and associations can encourage a more certain and satisfying workplace.

**REVIEW OF LITERATURE**

Madhur, P. & Ramshanker, S. (2020) conducted the study. To remain practical in the profoundly difficult and cutthroat worldwide market is fundamental for all organizations. To get most elevated efficiency in organizations, interpersonal communication fills the hole between different framework and the executives. Roused workers for better execution, effective communication is must to accomplish this. From this study scientists have attempted to demonstrate a positive connection between interpersonal communication and execution of representatives. Representatives of huge areas need to work on degree of communication to improve the Job satisfaction and responsibility and thus maintenance in associations. Without interpersonal communication, there might be loads of issues occur. The board and coordination of various divisions in different capabilities can likewise be conceivable with the utilization of orderly interpersonal communication framework. Decent relational abilities are constantly demonstrated significant for workers in making associations fruitful and it influences various components of hierarchical viability.

Siburian, T. A. (2013) The purpose behind this study is to acquire data about the impact of interpersonal communication, workplace, and locus of control on job satisfaction. This exploration included public rudimentary educators in Tigapanah Region, North Sumatera, Indonesia. The complete example of 136 instructors were chosen utilizing the Kreijcie and Morgan Table, while relative irregular testing was utilized to decide the chose information. To test the speculation, the information was examined by utilizing way examination subsequent to satisfying the investigation prerequisites test, in particular the Ordinariness and Linearity test. The examination discoveries show that teacher’s job satisfaction was straightforwardly impacted by interpersonal communication, workplace and locus of control. In view of
these discoveries, it tends to be presumed that any change or variety that happens in Occupation Satisfaction is affected by interpersonal communication, workplace and locus of control. From the discoveries on the three factors, it just so happens, the locus of control impacts more in expanding position satisfaction, trailed by workplace and interpersonal communication. Consequently, in overseeing position satisfaction of the educators, interpersonal communication, workplace and locus of control should be remembered for the essential preparation of human asset improvement.

Obiunu, J. J., & Yalaju, J. O. (2020) This study researched the impact of the ability to understand people on a deeper level, interpersonal communication and occupation satisfaction hands on execution of staff in Chevron Nigeria Restricted, Warri. Four invalid speculations directed the review. The relationship research configuration was embraced in the review. An example of 400 was chosen by the specialists utilizing basic irregular inspecting method. The instrument utilized for information assortment was an approved and dependable poll. Relapse insights was utilized to test the expressed invalid speculations, at 0.05 degree of importance. The discoveries in the review showed that the four invalid speculations were dismissed which means that there is a huge connection between the capacity to understand people on a profound level, interpersonal communication, job satisfaction and occupation execution of staff in Chevron Nigeria Restricted.

Park, Y. N., et. al. (2015). The purpose behind the review was to explore the impact of hierarchical communication satisfaction hands on satisfaction, authoritative responsibility, and turnover aim in the dental hygienists. Strategies: A self-revealed survey was finished by 227 dental hygienists in Chungnam. The poll comprised of 4 inquiries of general attributes of the subjects, 8 inquiries of relational pressure, 12 inquiries of authoritative communication satisfaction, 5 inquiries of occupation satisfaction, 5 inquiries of hierarchical responsibility, and 5 inquiries of turnover expectation. The four factors were estimated by Likert 7 point scale. Information were dissected utilizing SPSS variant 18.0 for recurrence investigation, t test, one way ANOVA, Pearson's relationship coefficient, and stepwise relapse examination. Sobel test was utilized to check the intervening impacts. The hierarchical communication satisfaction was relative to the gig satisfaction and authoritative responsibility, and conversely corresponding to turnover intention(p<0.01). The relational pressure had a reflecting impact between hierarchical communication satisfaction, and occupation satisfaction. It likewise gave the interceding impact between authoritative communication satisfaction and hierarchical responsibility. The powerful association the executives framework can improve the job satisfaction, authoritative responsibility, and turnover expectation decrease in the dental hygienists. Handayani, S., &Mahendra, R. (2022). Susi Handayani led research fully intent on knowing the effect of interpersonal communication and remuneration on job satisfaction of representatives of PT. PJS Palembang. This study utilizes a quantitative strategy approach with an example of 90 respondents who are representatives of PT. PJS Palembang. Subsequent to being tried to some extent and at the same time, it was expressed that interpersonal communication and pay affected expanding position satisfaction, as demonstrated by the count 82.321 > table and 0.000 < 0.05. The consequences of the review expressed that interpersonal communication and pay affected expanding position satisfaction of PT. PJS Palembang is 65.4%.

Poljašević, B. Z. (2021). In this paper, job satisfaction was seen as a reliant variable, while interpersonal connections are characterized as impacting factor, for example free factor. The free factor is partitioned into three fragments, specifically communication and work environment, relationship with bosses and relationship with associates. Each fragment of relational connections was independently tried
corresponding to the reliant variable. The foundation of this paper is an experimental exploration led in 2019. In light of the overview poll, information from 143 representatives in the reviewed organization were gathered.

Information handling was performed based on measurable programming for sociologies SPSS. Illustrative and relationship examination were applied in the information examination. All speculations tried were affirmed. Testing the speculations affirm that there is a measurably huge connection between noticed factors and that there is a moderate positive relationship, which infers that relational relationship is a variable of occupation satisfaction.

Prikshat, V., Rajesh, J. I., & Rajaguru, R. (2021). Leader supporter communication and trust are the key factors that add to the representatives' development satisfaction in work in the accommodation business. Given the pertinence of ground breaking authority in the friendliness business, this study investigated whether ground breaking administration impacted supporter job satisfaction in work through devotee interpersonal communication and trust. Information were gathered from 159 lodging representatives in India. The discoveries utilizing the SPSS Cycle large scale with bootstrapping and R Bundle uncovered that devotee interpersonal communication satisfaction and trust intervene the huge connection between ground breaking administration and supporter satisfaction in job. Czech, K., & Forward, G. L. (2013). This study asked 154 working individuals to assess their work manager regarding explicit communication ways of behaving, saw pioneer viability, and their own degrees of social and occupation satisfaction. Gibb's (1961) hypothesis of strong and guarded communication gave the applied focal point used to elucidate the effect of communication ways of behaving on unambiguous individual and authoritative results. Measurable examination featured the desultory idea of working environment communication by uncovering solid, prescient connections between the positive ways of behaving of suddenness and sympathy and specialist impression of manager adequacy, social satisfaction, and employee job satisfaction. In like manner, impression of manager administration style are started up in these equivalent communication ways of behaving proposing that authority is to be sure of communication peculiarity. Last, t-tests uncovered that managers appraised higher in adequacy and higher in social satisfaction used each of the six of Gibb's steady communication ways of behaving more, and every one of the six cautious ways of behaving less, than their all the more adversely assessed peers.

Rasyidin, M., & Lubis, R. (2023). This study plans to decide the impact of WLB and Interpersonal communication on Occupation Satisfaction among individuals from the Tebing Tinggi Police. The number of inhabitants in this study were 124 individuals from the Tebing Tinggi Police. Testing of this concentrate by all out examining method, where the whole populace is an example of 124 individuals. This exploration utilizes quantitative techniques. The estimation apparatuses utilized are the WLB scale, the Interpersonal communication and Job Satisfaction scale. Information examination utilizing various straight relapse test. The aftereffects of this study demonstrate that (1) There is an impact of WLB on Occupation Satisfaction in individuals from the Tebing Tinggi Police, where the importance esteem is 0.000, in particular 0.05, so the speculation is dismissed.

Orebiyi, A. O., & Orebiyi, T. P. (2011). This review explored the impact of Interpersonal Communication on Optional Teachers' Job satisfaction and three kinds of Responsibilities in Kogi State, Nigeria. With an overview research configuration, utilizing underlying poll to gather information from an example of 400 respondents from a review populace of 4890 educators in the administrations of Kogi State Showing Administration Commission.
Information were exposed to recurrence count, rate, mean and standard deviation. Numerous relapse was utilized for inferential examination. Support was found for the presence of genuinely critical connections between interpersonal communication and occupation satisfaction. Also, every one of the four sorts of connections (Unrivaled, Companion, Understudy and Guardians) has measurably huge relationship with job satisfaction. Likewise, interpersonal communication associates with every one of the three kinds of responsibilities (regularizing, continuation and full of feeling). This study saw that cooperation in work setting, regards for the sentiments and desire of each other and sharing applicable data at people's removals while making trust the watchword of the connections, Communication relationship with guardians are significant indicators of educators' job satisfaction and responsibility.

Awad, T. A., & Alhashemi, S. E. (2012). The reason for this paper is to look at the connection between workers' thought processes in speaking with bosses and collaborators, their obligation to their associations, satisfaction with occupations, and with bosses. This article utilizes study research, utilizing quantitative examination strategy exploring representatives' thought processes in speaking with their bosses and co-workers, their satisfaction and responsibility towards their association. He discoveries uncovered a connection between the intentions alongside satisfaction and responsibility. Workers report a moderate responsibility with their colleagues as well as bosses. Besides, the outcomes showed solid connections between the control, fondness, incorporation, break and unwinding intentions Sembiring, E., & Purba, S. (2019). The motivation behind this study is to acquire data about the impact of interpersonal communication, workplace, and locus of control on job satisfaction. This examination included public rudimentary educators in Tigapanah Locale, North Sumatera, Indonesia demonstrating instructors' job satisfaction is a cha. The complete example of 136 instructors were chosen utilizing the Kreijcie and Morgan Table, while relative arbitrary testing was utilized to decide the chose information. To test the speculation, the information was examined by utilizing way examination subsequent to satisfying the investigation necessities test, specifically the Ordinariness and Linearity test. The examination discoveries show that educators' job satisfaction was straightforwardly impacted by interpersonal communication, workplace and locus of control. In view of these discoveries, it very well may be presumed that any change or variety that happens in Occupation Satisfaction is impacted by interpersonal communication, workplace and locus of control. From the discoveries on the three factors, it just so happens, the locus of control impacts more in expanding position satisfaction, trailed by workplace and interpersonal communication. Thusly, in overseeing position satisfaction of the educators, interpersonal communication, workplace and locus of control should be remembered for the essential preparation of human asset advancement in Open Grade Teachers' in Tigapanah Locale, while different factors should be considered by future exploration on job satisfaction.

Smith, S. A., Patmos, A., & Pitts, M. J. (2018). This study inspects telecommuters' job satisfaction connected with the utilization of and satisfaction with an assortment of communication stations and laborers' character type. U.S. telecommuters (N = 384) finished an internet based overview and self-investigated elements of communication station satisfaction, job satisfaction, and character. Results demonstrated that extraversion, transparency, pleasantness, and honesty are emphatically corresponded with job satisfaction. Furthermore, huge directing impacts were found for the connection among transparency and telephone and video communication, and pleasantness and telephone communication on job satisfaction. Discoveries from this study yield significant reasonable ramifications for associations including ideas for upgrading communication satisfaction for workers of varying character types and
suggestions to assist organizations with actually recruiting and hold telecommuters Steele, G. A., & Plenty, D. (2015). As opposed to the dominating industry and authoritative communication research on boss impact, this article analyzed communication capability, communication satisfaction, and occupation satisfaction contrasts inside and between bunches in the manager subordinate relationship. The concentrate likewise analyzed the relationship among the three communication and satisfaction peculiarities. Two study surveys were finished by 152 subordinates and 20 bosses/supervisors at a public utility in the primary stage. A third overview poll was finished by 32 bosses/directors in the subsequent stage. The outcomes demonstrated no help for estimated contrasts in evaluations of communication capability, and work and communication satisfaction inside and among subordinate and manager gatherings, however sure and critical connections among the factors. The meaning of the outcomes is talked about as far as the ramifications for the dyadic and intuitive nature of boss subordinate communication and headings for future exploration in this field.

Khaeruman, K., et. al. (2023). This research intends to decide endeavors to further develop execution through hierarchical environment, interpersonal communication, and groundbreaking authority and occupation satisfaction as intervaning factors. This examination utilizes a study technique by gathering information through surveys dispersed to 285 teachers at 6 confidential colleges in the city of Serang, Banten. The consequences of this exploration show that Hierarchical Environment, Interpersonal communication, and Groundbreaking Initiative impact the Job satisfaction of teachers at the Confidential College of Serang Banten City. Reinforcing these angles can build Occupation Satisfaction. Aside from that, there is an immediate positive impact of Hierarchical Environment, Interpersonal communication, and Occupation Satisfaction on teacher execution. Reinforcing the Hierarchical Environment and Interpersonal communication can straightforwardly further develop speaker execution, while Occupation Satisfaction likewise impacts teacher execution. Likewise, the discoveries show that there is a positive circuitous impact of Hierarchical Environment on speaker execution through expanding Position Satisfaction. The consequences of this exploration give a significant commitment to the advancement of college the board procedures to work on the nature of educating and teacher execution in the instructive climate.

Bücker, J. J. et. al. (2014). Social knowledge (CQ) is a significant develop drawing in developing consideration in scholastic writing and depicting diverse abilities. Until this point in time, scientists have just somewhat tried the connection among CQ and its reliant factors, like execution. In this review, the connection among CQ and communication viability and occupation satisfaction is estimated in an example of 225 Chinese chiefs working for unfamiliar global undertakings in China. The outcomes show that CQ assumes a significant part in diminishing tension and impacting both communication adequacy and occupation satisfaction emphatically. Another result is the unforeseen impact of tension on job satisfaction however not on communication adequacy. These discoveries add to the improvement of hypothesis concerning the CQ develop.

Chan, S. H. J., & Lai, H. Y. I. (2017). Communication is the most significant and the most fundamental expertise utilized by individuals in collaboration, either in verbal or non-verbal communication. A decent and proper communication relationship and association culture will prompt great satisfaction in working. This exploration was pointed toward testing the impact of interpersonal communication (X) hands on satisfaction of Scholastics (Y ) College AchmadYani Banjarmasin. This examination utilized a quantitative methodology. The examples were 113 scholastics of College AchmadYani Banjarmasin.
information gathering process was finished utilizing surveys while the information examining process utilized essential direct relapse with 95% level of opportunity. The primary experimental outcomes show that interpersonal communication essentially affects job satisfaction. The subsequent experimental outcome shows that hierarchical culture fundamentally affects job satisfaction. Interpersonal communication and authoritative culture add to job satisfaction up to 64.1%. The ramifications of the examination show that interpersonal communication and authoritative culture affect job satisfaction.

Reza, F., & Rusidah, S. (2017). This study expected to break down the impact of interpersonal communication and the job satisfaction medical caretakers’ presentation. The review was assigned as a quantitative examination. The exploration was led locally wellbeing focus (PUSKESMAS) in Makassar, Indonesia. The review applied organized surveys and utilized multi-thing scales. The examining not entirely settled by corresponding arbitrary testing. The information were dissected utilizing way examination. That's what the outcomes showed: (1) the interpersonal communication affected job satisfaction, (2) the interpersonal communication meaningfully affected the exhibition, (3) the job satisfaction essentially affected execution, (4) the interpersonal communication had a positive and huge roundabout impact on execution through the gig satisfaction of the medical caretakers of Puskesmas in Makassar. These outcomes uncovered that all proposed speculations were acknowledged.

Syarif, M. W., Akbar, M., & Supriyati, Y. (2020). This study inspected direct impacts of: (1) authority conduct on work adequacy; (2) interpersonal communication on work viability; (3) job satisfaction on work viability; (4) administration conduct on job satisfaction; (5) interpersonal communication on job satisfaction; and (6) initiative conduct on interpersonal communication. A review causal exploration was utilized with way examination strategies. The review test was 171 confidential optional teachers in Ciledug, Tangerang City, Indonesia. The aftereffects of the review show that there is critical positive direct impact of the factors (1) authority conduct on work viability; (2) interpersonal communication on work adequacy; (3) job satisfaction on work adequacy; (4) initiative conduct on job satisfaction; (5) administration conduct on interpersonal communication; in any case, there is no massive impact of interpersonal communication on job satisfaction. It very well may be presumed that the variety of work adequacy of private auxiliary teachers in Ciledug Tangerang City, Indonesia can be anticipated through the variety of directors’ administration ways of behaving, educator interpersonal communication, and instructor job satisfaction.

Oktafiani, E., Chiar, M., & Sukmawati, S. (2019). Discoveries showed that pre-mediation mean score of occupation satisfaction of medical attendants in the two gatherings had no massive distinction (p = 0.92). After the relational abilities preparing program in the trial bunch, mean score of occupation satisfaction expanded and it was huge contrasted with the benchmark group (p < 0.01). The information examination showed that the relational abilities preparing program expanded the mean score of occupation satisfaction in the experimental group. Consequently, it appears to be fundamental that nursing supervisors configuration preparing programs for them.

Yusnita, N., Sunaryo, W., & Herfina, H. (2023). The educators’ Hierarchical Citizenship Conduct (OCB) turns into a significant calculate the showing system at school. Sadly, in light of the fundamental study at a few Middle School in Bogor, it had been found that numerous educators had a low degree of OCB. Likewise, it had been found that instructors had low degrees of occupation satisfaction and inadequate interpersonal communication. In view of that issues, we formed the targets of this exploration to further develop the educators’ OCB through creating position satisfaction and interpersonal communication. This
exploration was done on 266 educators from 20 Middle Schools, in Bogor. This exploration utilized a quantitative strategy and utilized the correlational method to evaluate the level of relationship among those factors. The discoveries of this exploration can be summed up that there is a positive and critical connection: between job satisfaction with OCB between interpersonal communication with OCB and between job satisfaction and interpersonal communication all the while with OCB. In light of those discoveries, it tends to be reasoned that job satisfaction, as well as interpersonal communication, have the solidarity to anticipate educators' OCB. These discoveries upheld the proposals to further develop OCB by fostering instructors' job satisfaction and interpersonal communication.

Artar, M., Balcioglu, Y. S., & Erdil, O. (2023). This review tried to explore the effect of the arising remote working model, which has acquired critical fame among organizations as of late, explicitly zeroing in on working class female representatives. The essential goals included understanding how work-family struggle, job satisfaction, and interpersonal communication satisfaction exchange with regards to remote work and how they add to the general representative experience. Hua, W., & Omar, B. (2016). The ongoing review examines what initiative means for inside advertising by building the linkage between ground breaking administration, the utilization of communication channels, even communication, and worker satisfaction. Besides, it inspects the adequacy of different inside communication channels. Through a web review of 400 representatives working in medium-sized and enormous companies in the US, the review showed that ground breaking administration decidedly impacts the association's even inward communication and worker social satisfaction. Ground breaking pioneers most frequently use data rich up close and personal channels to speak with devotees. Pioneers' utilization of up close and personal channels is emphatically connected with representative satisfaction.

Workers for the most part favor messages to get data from the association in regards to new choices, strategies, occasions, or changes, trailed by broad representative gatherings and interpersonal communication with administrators. Hypothetical and down to earth suggestions are examined.

Men, L. R. (2014). This study was a semi exploratory examination with two gatherings and two stages, and was completed on 70 medical caretakers from Al-Zahra College Clinic. Just medical attendants who had been utilized for over one year were acknowledged into the review. There were 35 attendants in the experimental group and 35 medical caretakers in the benchmark group. The review survey included individual subtleties and occupation satisfaction scale by Smith and Kendall. Examining was done haphazardly and attendants were partitioned into test and control gatherings. In the experimental group, the relational abilities preparing program was finished in 6 meetings, two times per week and every meeting was held for 2 hours. The poll was finished in two phases; previously, and two months after the review. Information were investigated by clear and inferential measurements through SPSS Programming rendition.

Dehaghani, A. R., Akhormeh, K. A., & Mehrabi, T. (2012). This study plans to decide the connection between administration style, interpersonal communication to representative job satisfaction and its impact on worker execution. The technique utilized in this study is way examination with SPSS application form 21. These outcomes demonstrate that the relationship of initiative style on representative job satisfaction has a commitment of 0.24, while the connection between initiative style on the presentation of workers have a commitment of 0.279. Moreover, the connection between interpersonal communication on worker job satisfaction has a commitment of 0.131, while the relationship of interpersonal
communication on the representative's exhibition has contributed of 0.448. The worker satisfaction relationship to representative execution has a commitment of 0.185. With respect to the complete impact of initiative style through worker satisfaction on the exhibition of representatives have a commitment of 0.323 and the all out impact of interpersonal communication through representative satisfaction to representative execution has contributed 0.472.

CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

Aim
The aim of the present study is to explore the relationship between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction among working adults of age 25-40.

Objectives
1. To see if a relationship exists between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction among working adults.
2. To see if interpersonal communication is a predictor of job satisfaction among working adults.

Hypotheses
1. There would be a significant positive correlation between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction among working adults.
2. Interpersonal communication would be a significant predictor of job satisfaction among working adults.

Research Design
The present study uses a correlational research design for the purpose of investigating the relationship between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction. The aim is to establish this relationship and also see if interpersonal communication is a predictor of job satisfaction. To comprehend the research gaps in the previous and current literature, an exhaustive literature assessment was conducted. For the purpose of this research, snowball sampling was used to gather the said data.

Description of Sample
This particular study is having a sample of various working adults from the age of 25-40 that will be taken for answering the questions and filling the questionnaire in accordance with their interpersonal communication and job satisfaction. Snowball sampling was done in this particular study. Total number of subjects were 100.

Description of Tools
The data in this particular study was obtained with the help of Interpersonal Communication Skills Inventory – Short and the Generic Job Satisfaction Scale.

Interpersonal Communication Skills Inventory
This Interpersonal Communication Skills Inventory is designed to provide individuals with some insights into their communication strengths and potential areas for development. By answering each question candidly, an individual will receive a profile that displays their level of competence in four key communication areas. This inventory is intended to be viewed only by the individual who completes it.

The Generic Job Satisfaction Scale
The Generic Work Satisfaction Scale developed by MacDonald is one of the few instruments developed to measure satisfaction within the one-dimensional approach. Compared with other general scales that range between 50 and 100 items, this scale provides valid and reliable scores with only 10 items.
Procedure for Data Collection
For collecting the data, 40 items of Interpersonal Communication Skills Inventory, 10 items of Job Satisfaction Scale, and demographic form have been used. In order to reach out to individuals from the age of 25 to 40 from various domains, questionnaires were being administered in the message box as well as various places to volunteer. They were asked for participating after the explanation of the purpose of the study as well as they have been given the set of questionnaires with the inclusion of explanation about the study, issues related to confidentiality, the contact information of the researcher who is studying the topic, and scales for this study.’

Statistical Analysis
Pearson Correlation was used to measure the strength of the relationship between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction. Linear regression was then used to see if interpersonal communication is a predictor of job satisfaction. Therefore, inferential statistics (Pearson correlation and linear regression) were used.

CHAPTER 4: RESULT

Table 1 Correlation between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Job Satisfaction</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>0.2834620436</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation coefficient between Interpersonal Communication and Job Satisfaction is 0.2834620436. This positive value suggests a positive correlation.

Table 2 Linear regression with interpersonal communication as predictor variable and job satisfaction as a predicting variable among working adults

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression Statistics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple R</td>
<td>0.2834620436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Square</td>
<td>0.08035073018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R Square</td>
<td>0.07096655396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>6.785595421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The R Square value is approximately 0.08, which means that around 8% of the variance in the job satisfaction is explained by the interpersonal communication in the working adults. Interpersonal Communication quality predicts job satisfaction among working adults with 8% variance at significance level of p<0.05 level.
CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

The aim of the present study is to explore the relationship between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction among working adults of age 25-40.

Interpersonal communication assumes a crucial part in forming position fulfillment among working grown-ups. Compelling correspondence inside the work environment encourages positive connections among partners, bosses, and subordinates, adding to a steady and agreeable workplace. At the point when people feel appreciated, comprehended, and esteemed in their cooperations with associates, they are bound to encounter more elevated levels of occupation fulfillment. Clear and open correspondence channels work with the trading of thoughts, input, and data, which can prompt better cooperation and critical thinking. Employees are more engaged and motivated in their roles when they feel at ease voicing their opinions and concerns. Additionally, improved job satisfaction results from a reduction in miscommunications, conflicts, and stress in the workplace. Besides, relational abilities are fundamental for building trust and affinity among colleagues. A sense of camaraderie and mutual support are established when coworkers communicate with respect and empathy, which increases job satisfaction. Furthermore, positive relational connections at work add to a feeling of having a place and connectedness, which are significant variables in representative commitment and occupation fulfillment. Relational correspondence assumes a significant part in molding position fulfillment inside any hierarchical setting. A positive work environment in which employees feel valued, understood, and supported is the result of effective communication. At the point when partners and bosses participate in open, straightforward correspondence, it upgrades cooperation, coordinated effort, and common regard. This, thusly, prompts expanded work fulfillment as representatives feel a feeling of having a place and association inside their workplace. Many examinations have explored the connection between relational correspondence and occupation fulfillment, making sense of the impacts of these two variables on one another. Tampubolon, T. C., and Tambunan, H. (2023) led the concentrate on the exhibition of grade school chiefs in Indonesia which was explored with regards to information the board, day to day relational correspondence, sensemaking of obligations and obligations, and saw work fulfillment. The consequences of the gathered
information examination show that the model portrayed follows the information. The principal's performance is significantly influenced by interpersonal communication, sensemaking, knowledge management, and job satisfaction. It is inferred that these four variables can be thought about to work on the presentation of school administrators, aside from other recently known factors. The exploration discoveries line up with the speculations proposed in regards to the connection between relational correspondence and occupation fulfillment among working grown-ups. The investigation upholds Speculation 1, showing a critical positive relationship (0.283, p = 0.001) between relational correspondence and occupation fulfillment. This recommends that as relational correspondence is upgraded, working grown-ups will quite often encounter an expanded work fulfillment, underlining the compelling job relational correspondence can play with regards to work fulfillment. The strength of the connection, falling inside the scope of 0 to 1, shows a noticeable relationship without arriving at an undeniable level, featuring the complex idea of the relationship. This outcome lines up with existing writing on the interconnectedness of relational correspondence and occupation fulfillment, accentuating what improved relational correspondence levels can mean for work fulfillment. According to the positive correlation coefficient, job satisfaction tends to rise in tandem with improved interpersonal communication skills. This makes intuitive sense: positive relationships are created, misunderstandings are reduced, and a supportive work environment is created, all of which can increase job satisfaction. While the relationship is positive, the way that it is moderately feeble recommends that relational correspondence is only one of many elements affecting position fulfillment. Workload, job autonomy, the culture of the company, and opportunities for career development are likely to play significant roles as well. Therefore, if other aspects of the workplace remain negative, improving interpersonal communication alone may not significantly increase job satisfaction. The relapse measurements give important bits of knowledge into the connection between rest quality and nervousness side effects in youthful grown-ups matured 25-40 supporting Speculation 2. Discoveries are demonstrating a moderate positive connection between's relational correspondence and occupation fulfillment. The worth proposes that around 8.0% (R Square = 0.08) of the fluctuation in relational correspondence levels can be made sense of by varieties in work fulfillment among the review members.

CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In summary, the purpose of the study was to look into the connection between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction. A somewhat significant association between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction was found through data analysis, with a positive correlation coefficient of 0.283. Regression analysis also showed that interpersonal communication might be responsible for about 8% of job satisfaction ratings. These results imply that people who have better interpersonal communication levels may also have higher job satisfaction. The study emphasizes how it is crucial to enhance interpersonal communication in the workplace order to possibly enhance the job satisfaction. The rationale behind the study was to find a conclusive relationship between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction among working adults and to see whether interpersonal communication acts as a predictor of job satisfaction. To measure the variables interpersonal communication and job satisfaction, standardized tests, namely Interpersonal Communication Skills Inventory and Generic Job Satisfaction Scale were used. Inferential statistics was used (Pearson correlation and linear regression) to test the hypothesis. The study concludes with empirical data in favour of a substantial correlation between
Interpersonal communication and job satisfaction and both the hypotheses being accepted. The interwoven character of these two constructs is highlighted by the somewhat positive correlation coefficient and the little percentage of variability in job satisfaction scores explained by interpersonal communication scores. The relationship between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction is crucial from an organizational perspective, as it significantly impacts employee morale, productivity, and overall organizational effectiveness. Subsequent investigations may go more deeply into the mechanics behind this association and examine plausible moderating or mediating elements. Thus, comprehending the relationship between interpersonal communication and job satisfaction is essential in creating successful interventions meant to enhance job performance.

**Limitations**

1. The sample consisted of only 100 participants, therefore we cannot generalise the findings to a larger group.
2. The data was collected through an online medium, therefore extraneous distractions like noise, temperature, comfort and seriousness of the respondents could not be observed or controlled.
3. Relying solely on self-reported measures of interpersonal communication may introduce response bias, as participants might inaccurately recall or misrepresent their experiences.
4. Other factors, such as medication usage, comorbidities, lifestyle habits (e.g., exercise, diet), or environmental factors (e.g., noise, temperature), could influence both anxiety and sleep quality, confounding the observed relationship.

**Implications**

The findings that link interpersonal communication to job satisfaction have important ramifications. Knowing the direction of the relationship emphasizes how better interpersonal communication can enhance job satisfaction. Organizations can use this insight to prioritize initiatives aimed at enhancing interpersonal communication skills among employees. This could involve providing communication training, fostering a culture of open dialogue, and implementing feedback mechanisms to address communication challenges. However, it's crucial for organizations to recognize that improving interpersonal communication is just one piece of the puzzle in promoting overall job satisfaction.
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Interpersonal Communication Skills Inventory

1. Is it difficult for you to talk to other people?
2. When you are trying to explain something, do others tend to put words in your mouth, or finish your sentences for you?
3. In conversation, do your words usually come out the way you would like?
4. Do you find it difficult to express your ideas when they differ from the ideas of people around you?
5. Do you assume that the other person knows what you are trying to say, and leave it to him/her to ask you questions?
6. Do others seem interested and attentive when you are talking to them?
7. When speaking, is it easy for you to recognize how others are reacting to what you are saying?
8. Do you ask the other person to tell you how she/he feels about the point you are trying to make?
9. Are you aware of how your tone of voice may affect others?
10. In conversation, do you look to talk about things of interest to both you and the other person?
11. In conversation, do you tend to do more talking than the other person does?
12. In conversation, do you ask the other person questions when you don’t understand what they’ve said?
13. In conversation, do you often try to figure out what the other person is going to say before they’ve finished talking?
14. Do you find yourself not paying attention while in conversation with others?
15. In conversation, can you easily tell the difference between what the person is saying and how he/she may be feeling?
16. After the other person is done speaking, do you clarify what you heard them say before you offer a response?
17. In conversation, do you tend to finish sentences or supply words for the other person?
18. In conversation, do you find yourself paying most attention to facts and details, and frequently missing the emotional tone of the speakers’ voice?
19. In conversation, do you let the other person finish talking before reacting to what she/he says?
20. Is it difficult for you to see things from the other person’s point of view?
21. Is it difficult to hear or accept constructive criticism from the other person?
22. Do you refrain from saying something that you think will upset someone or make matters worse?
23. When someone hurts your feelings, do you discuss this with him/her?
24. In conversation, do you try to put yourself in the other person’s shoes?
25. Do you become uneasy when someone pays you a compliment?
26. Do you find it difficult to disagree with others because you are afraid they will get angry?
27. Do you find it difficult to compliment or praise others?
28. Do others remark that you always seem to think you are right?
29. Do you find that others seem to get defensive when you disagree with their point of view?
30. Do you help others to understand you by saying how you feel?
31. Do you have a tendency to change the subject when the other person’s feelings enter into the discussion?
32. Does it upset you a great deal when someone disagrees with you?
33. Do you find it difficult to think clearly when you are angry with someone?
34. When a problem arises between you and another person, can you discuss it without getting angry?
35. Are you satisfied with the way you handle differences with others?
36. Do you sulk for a long time when someone upsets you?
37. Do you apologize to someone whose feelings you may have hurt?
38. Do you admit that you’re wrong when you know that you are/were wrong about something?
39. Do you avoid or change the topic if someone is expressing his or her feelings in a conversation?
40. When someone becomes upset, do you find it difficult to continue the conversation?

The Generic Job Satisfaction Scale:
1. I receive recognition for a job well done
2. I feel close to the people at work
3. I feel good about working at this company
4. I feel secure about my job
5. I believe management is concerned about me
6. On the whole, I believe work is good for my physical health
7. My wages are good
8. All my talents and skills are used at work
9. I get along with my supervisors 10 I feel good about my job